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From the Editor

This issue is somewhat delayed because I contracted a case of '
malarial hepatitis during a trip to Asia in June. I spent eight days
in the hospital in early July, and will be recuperating at home until
Labor Day . Please accept my apologies for the lateness of this issue;
September is virtually complete, and, the "Perils of Pauline" willing,
should be in your hands on time.

Again, I will not be editor after the December 1978 issue . If
you are interested in taking on the post, please send a note to either
me or our president, Dr . Felix Ganz, Apartment 3303, 1130 South Michigan .
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60605.

Special Linn ' s Edition

The special Swiss issue of "Linn's Stamp News" will be Decem-
ber 4, 1978 . AHPS has put together three excellent Swiss issues over
the past three years, but only because many members contributed arti-
cles . So far this year, the "Linn's" chairman, Donn Lueck, has received
only one article . Needless to say, without more articles there will be
no special issue this year.

Donn needs all articles in his hands by October 1 to meet the
Linn's deadline . Please send your copy to Donn Lueck, 6238 North 38th
Drive, Phoenix, AZ 85019.

Next Year ' s Officers

This is an open letter to all AHPS members concerning election
of officers for 1979 . As chairman of the nominating committee, we wish to
have at least two candidates for each of the elective positions : president,
vice president, secretary and treasurer . Please send me the names of
individuals (including yourself) who would be willing to serve in these
four capacities . Prior consent of each person must be obtained ; they must
want to serve : We would like to know if any individual has had previous
experience in any similar position.

Send all nominations as soon as possible to Dr . J.F . Barrett,
1009 Harding Street, Jackson, MS 39202 .
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NOTES FROM UP FRONT

Dear A.H.P.S. Members:

With summer's end in sight many of you will be returning more actively
to your philatelic pursuits ; and it is hoped that none of you will have
become disillusioned with collecting Switzerland's philatelic treasures,
in spite of the 1001 possibilities that beautiful but also damned and
condemned LEMANEX Souvenir Sheet offered in the way of combinations ::

We are looking forward to active years -- and do they ever go quickly.
It seems but yesterday that I assumed the presidency of this group ; and
now it is almost time to step down, say good-bye, let someone else take
the reins (and thus have a little more time for collecting again).

You will find, in the months to come, and hopefully too in a TELL that
will reach you on a regular schedule again, an official slate of officers
per 1979-30 . Should you want to become an officer, elected or appointed,
yourself, you need but drop a note to either me or to john Barrett, our
Nomination Committee chairman (at the U . of MS Medical Center, 2500 North
State Street, Jackson ISS 39216) and you may be assured that we shall fins
a job for you.

Some of the current officers have consented to remain in their jobs for
another two-year stretch ; others feel that they have done their share or
that that they must devote more time to other activities (such as their
regular profession!) . A society such as ours needs new blood once in a
while -- else we might become calcified, stratified, and ingrown.

Donn Lueck, our Western Director (address in every TELL) is assembling
material for another Swiss issue of Linn's, to appear in early December.
But Donn NEEDS CONTRIBUTORS of articles on Swiss philately aspects . On-
ly about 5 articles have been promised -- and that is NOT enough . Why
not try YOUR hand at a short study or report on one of yourcollecting
specialties? We have so many specialists, from airmail buffs to United
Nations collectors to first day cover or cancellation aficionados, to
flyspeck or falsification hunters and postal rate investigators . Put a
few facts on paper, in note form ; and before you know it you will have a
contribution to original research . Add two pictures and, voilà a new
writer/researcher is born . It is THAT easy, really . But do it NOW.

Our Canadian (and Western U .S .) members are thinking of having a regional
get-together of A .H .P .S . members in British Columbia, next spring . You
will read about that, too . they also want to solicit exhibits . Right on.

Speaking of exhibits please remember that A .H.P.S. awards medals (or at
least one) to shows where at least three Swiss exhibits are to be shown.
If you belong to some local club that organizes a stamp show, and you
know of three of more Swiss exhibits being entered, then apply to our
Awards Chairman, der-nor Vogel (now moved to Florida -- new address should
be SOMEWHERE in TELL as well) and request (unengraved) A .H . P .S . medal(s).
Werner will need to know of the number of exhibits, and later on, after
the show, he and our VP, Harlan Stone, should be informed as to who won:

The circuit season will begin shortly again . Please FOLLOW REGULATIONS.

And Finally : try to keep your collection(s) safeguard ed . One hearsof
break-ins, or rip-offs . . .and most often the collection was neither in-
sured, nor its best items r ecorded photogra phically . Thus: NO CHANCE at
recovery, and a lot of money down the drain . Rather silly .
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" SCHLUESSELWERTE " : A FOLLOW-UP ON FRED LESSER ' S ARTICLE

Mrs . Rawnsley writes that she is reprinting the Lesser article
on Schluesselwerte by Fred Lesser from an earlier issue of Tell . That
article attacked the PTT's decision to print two different values of the
1960 70C definitive . Mrs . Rawnsley concludes : "From the following article
reprinted from the 1966 HNL, you will realise that the 70C orange was
withdrawn because of public protest, and replaced by the 70C brown, but
with a different picture for obvious reasons . Likewise the Fr .2 .80
value was also subsequently withdrawn, again at the wish of thepeople
of Bellinzona . So as you will see the reason for having two 70C values-
was not to create a "key" value, but to try to gloss over a rather bad -
blunder on the part of the PTT." (Mrs . Rawnsley also notes that the auth-
or, Mr . Eusebio, is a native of Ticino with philatelic contacts there;
the reprinted article follows, with thanks to the Helvetia News Letter .)

"As is known, in 1960 the PTT replaced the then existing series
of definitives on the subject of engineering and landscapes, in use
since 1949, with a new series featuring buildings of historic

interest in various parts of Switzerland.
"Public opinion at Bellinzona, the capital of the wholly Italian-

speaking state of southern Switzerland, was somewhat taken aback
when they saw that the 70C value, the airmail rate, featured the fam-
ous collegiate church of SS Peter & Stephen with the bell tower to
the right of the onlooker, instead of to the left hand side, as it
really is . To the first protests the postal authorities replied that
this was due to a psychological need to have the value figures of
all the stamps in the set on the same side so that post office workers
would be less likely to be confused . They, nonetheless, promised an
early revision.

"In 1963, as a consequence of a revision of the postal tariff,
four new values were added to the set . The new value of Fr .2 .80
reproduced Bellinzona's Collegiata . But, lo and behold! What was
the liege Bellinzonesi's surprise when the church tower this time
was omitted altogether . More protests, but little satisfaction for
hurt pride . As the PTT pointed out they, in the end, are the last
arbiters as to what may be shown on one of their postage stamps.
The PTT did, however, promise to withdraw both offending issues at
an early date.

"In 1966, the Philatelic Club of Bellinzona commemorated this
unusual occurrence in Swiss philately by issuing a post card which
told the story . The two incorrect stamps are shown above a sketch
of the historic church building made by the local artist, Plinio
Tanner, a former postal worker . Along the side of the sketch are
the designs that were submitted to the Swiss PTT : two by N . Stoeck-
lin, one without the bell-tower but with city coat-of-arms, and
the other with tower but with numeral to the right . The remaining
design by W. Weisskoenig with the tower in the incorrect position,
but presumably fulfilling the design condition laid down that the
value numerals were to be on the left, was the adopted design.

"The cause of all this trouble is the main parish church of
Bellinzona, a building blending renaissance with baroque, which
was constructed starting in the 15th century ."
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SWISS NEW ISSUES DUE SEPTEMBER 14, 1978

Three special stamps to encourage safety in industry, and four others
to honor distinguished citizens are slated to be released throughout
Switzerland on September 14, according to the Swiss PTT.

The first set will focus attention to the vital need of more
safeguards against accidents in industry . While precautionary measures
have been taken in all types of factories within the Confederation for
more than a quarter of a century, "occupational accidents and diseases
still are high, so there is a need to draw attention to safety at work,"
according to a spokesman for SUVA, the Swiss National Accident Insurance
Fund . The new stamps are intended to promote this campaign.

Each of the three forthcoming stamps has a face value of 40
centimes (the present rate for domestic first-class letters), so they
will have the widest possible national usage, for the most effective
promotional impact upon all Swiss citizens . Produced by Courvoisier
by the heliogravure process from cylinders in two panes of 50, the stamps
were designed by Beet Mader, a Zimmerwald artist . The stamps are multi-
color on white stamp paper impregnated with a luminous chemical for
automated sorting and postmarking . The individual stamps are printed
checker-board fashion on the sheets . They show : a worker in the mechan-
ical industry wearing goggles to prevent eye injuries from flying
sparks and metal fragments ; a worker with respirator in the chemical
industry, seeking to avoid inhalation of dangerous fumes ; and a worker
in the construction industry with hard hat and scaffolding as a safe-
guard against falling objects . All three have the SUVA initials and
"work in safety" inscriptions in, respectively, German, French and
Italian .

The other four stamps are a continuation of the Famous Person-
alities series, first introduced on September 18, 1969 . In the past,
portrait stamps have honored celebrities other than Swiss citizens who
had a direct relationship to Switzerland (such as Professor Albert
Einstein whose studies at the University of Zurich where influential in
his development of the relativity theory and the discovery of atomic
energy) .

The new set portrays Swiss citizens . The four were designed
by Max Boegli of Neuchatel, and were intaglio engraved by Karl Bickel,
Jr ., Walenstadtberg . They were printed on the rotary presses 6f the
Swiss Postal Administration's security printing plant in Bern . The
cylinder has four units of 50 stamps, and the paper is white, with
luminous substances . The values are all for specific postal charges.

20 centimes . Abbot Joseph Bovet, born in the Gruyere section
of Fribourg Canton, October 7, 1879 . Musically talented, he was ordained
as a preiest in 1905, and after a three year assignment in Geneva, he
was appointed as music teacher at the Hautrive Teachers ' Training College
near Fribourg . In keeping with the desires 6f Pope St . Pius X to keep
ecclesiastical music and art classically pure, Father Bovet concentrated
on choral compositions, and organized the now famous "Pinsons", a boy's
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choir . In 1923 he was named choirmaster of St . Nicolas Collegiate
Church in his native city . He died February 10, 1951, leaving a legacy
of innumerable compositions, including some songs of popular appeal
such as "The Old Chalet ."

40 centimes . Jean Henri Dunant, humanitarian, philanthropist
and founder of the International Red Cross . He witnessed the lack of
care for Italian wounded at the battle of Solferino in 1859, and dedica-
ted the rest of his life to the establishment of medical services
during armed conflicts . He so devotedly worked for this cause that his
personal business was so neglected that he died in near poverty . He re-
ceived the first Noble Prize with Frederic Passy in 1901 . Dunant has
been honored by a number of Swiss stamps since the 30C Pro Juventute
of 1928, and by literally thousands of foreign stamps . He was born
May 8, 1828, and died at Heiden October 30, 1910.

70 centimes . Carl Gustav Jung, psychiatrist and founder of
analytical psychology . Born July 26, 1875 in Thurgau, he moved to Basle
with his family four years later where he was educated and studied
medicine. For nine years beginning in 1900, Jung worked at the University
Psychiatric Clinic in Zurich, and lectured on psychoneurosis and psy-
chology . During this period, he met and discussed psychology with Freud.

He travelled extensively throughout the world, lecturing and
publishing articles on analytical and complex psychology . In 1933 Jung
resumed lecturing at Zurich, and in 1944 he became professor of medical
psychology at the University of Basel . He died June 6, 1961.

80 centimes . Auguste Piccard . Born with his twin, Jean, in
Basel, January 28, 1884 . The brothers graduated from the Federal
Institute of Technology in Zurich, Auguste as a mechanical engineer and Jean
as a chemist . Auguste remained in Zurich to teach until 1922, when he
went to Brussels as Professor of Physics . His deep interest in
atmosphere, meteorology, cosmic rays and atomic physics led to the use of
free balloons for research in these fields . On May 27, 1931, he ascended
in an aluminum sphere attached to a hydrogen balloon from Ausburg in
Bavaria and reached an altitude of 15,946, the first man to pierce the
stratosphere . The next year he took off from the airfield a Dubendorf
and reached an altitude of 16,940 meters . In the 1940's he turned his
attention to the oceans, building his own bathyscaphe and making a num-
ber of notable dives . He reach 3,150 meters with the Trieste . He died
March 25, 1962 near Lake Geneva.

All seven stamps will be placed on sale at all Swiss post offices
on September 14 and will remain available until February 28, 1979, unless
stocks are sooner exhausted . There is no limit on their validity for
postage .

As usual, the PTT will produce special envelopes for first day
covers . The cachet for the Safety in Industry trio depicts three stylized
doves carrying letters . The other cover shows an oval enclosing "1978/
Portraits/Effigie . "
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THE POSTAL MARKINGS AND CANCELLATIONS IN SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN ; Part 68

By Felix Ganz

RAILWAY STATION CANCELLATIONS

ON POSTAL MATTER : Part VIII
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THE 1977 LIECHTENSTEINER BRIEFMARKENKATALOG:
Handbook of Liechtenstein Philately . Vaduz : Phila-Verlag

The 1977 LBK is the "crowning glory " of previous issues (since 1970) of which all,
in addition to prices for stamps and first day covers, contained one or several chapters
on other aspects of Liechtenstein philately : postal stationery, coins, cancellations,
Austrian-or Swiss stamps used in Liechtenstein, etc . The latest issue of this catalogue --
no now: handbook -- combines all of these extras and thus presents itself as a very complete
volume of 264 liberally illustrated pages ; and if you find a category of even barely marginal
philately NOT covered in this book then indeed you are a specialists' specialist.

It should be noted, however, that this handbook/catalogue is a PRICED work, reflecting
current auction realizations or average market prices, and that it is not comparable to the
complete and great work reaching completion under the auspices of the "Ring" of Liechtenstein
Collectors -- a work and final word on all Liechtenstein collectin g , under way since 1970, but
so far (and perhaps forever) unpriced ; but the handbook discussed here is a quick and very
accurate guide to what you may possess, or what you may wish to acquire without having true
guidance.

Almost everything imaginable is included (and priced) in the LBK of 1977 . It starts
with waggoners' freight letters of the 18th century ($65), treats customs receipts, pre-
precursors, precursors, telegraph envelopes and cancellations, zeppelin mail, catapult and
rocket mail, even a pigeon mail experiment to and from an Alpine peak, emergency cancellations,
fieldpost, RPO items (yes : there is an international railway line running through the country)
and of course all of the regular issues for Liechtenstein proper, or all the items issued by .
Austria and Switzerland but used in the Principality from 1850 to 1930 . Even 1978 stamp
issues, not yet announced, are illustrated : Postal stationery is listed in detail as well.

About the only thing which this observer did not find was a listing of fiscal stamps, of
registration labels, and of separate prices for blocks of 4.

Prices are amazingly high for anything even slightly out of the ordinary, and if you did
not start collecting precursors 15 to 20 years ago you might just as well leave that field
alone unless your pocketbook is of unlimited size . Unfortunately the high priests of "gummitis"
also have made inroads on the handbook editors (it seems that hingeless album manufacturers
have temporarily won a round), and the two columns marked ** (never hinged) and * (mint,
hinged) differ by 100%, or a relation of 2 :1 for certain issues . After 1962 hinged mint
stamps are not even priced.

The printing is very clean and the illustrations really eliminate the need for any
English headings or translations . Prices are in Swiss francs (now : $1 equals SFr . 2 .25, or
SFr . 1 equals $ .45) . The paper is slick and the binding seems to withstand repeated folding
out . If you want to receive the book quickly then a total of $11 will be necessary for
airmail postage .
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A Book Review

EMERGENCY CANCELLATIONS OF SWITZERLAND (Aushilfsstempel ; Timbres de
Remplacement) ; Editions PEN, avenue due Midi 13, 1950 Sion, Switzerland,
1978 . Price about $22 .50 . (No US checks accepted .)

Less than three months after republishing his excellent catalogue of the
"Special and Mobile Special Cancellations of Switzerland", author and cari-
caturist PEN, in Switzerland has brought out another catalogue, based on
his previous research on these cancellations in Western Switzerland, but
now, with the help of about 80 collectors, comprising the entire country and
Liechtenstein . Mr . PEN deserves the title of "Mr . Swiss Cancellation",-and
what research and work must have gone into this incredible book.

On 62 pages, printed on one side only, the author has compiled a listing of
over 5000 usages of emergency postmarks between 1889 and the present . The
postmarks treated are those rectangular, somewhat clumsy looking strikes
which are put in use when a regular canceler becomes disabled and must be
sent in for repairs . (See also S .A .S .S . Herald, parts I & II, Sept . & Nov.
1970 .) Usage, size and generally brief use of these items has not changed
much since their introduction.

As the catalogue shows, some towns never used these strikes ; othershad, over
the period of 90 years, many usages that may vary slightly in lettering or
size of device used . Every usage is recorded in strictly alphabetical plus
chronological order.

A brief, concise introduction treats, in French and in German, the back-
ground, the lack of information on, and the 23 different frame sizes of this
type of date strike, and a transparent guide page at the end of the cata-
logue helps the collector with the identification in case of doubt.

A postal map also helps, and so do a number of illustrations . But what truly
amazes is the individual pricing of every recorded strike -- both on entire
and on cut-out . Pre-1900 items, because of a boom in cancellation collect-
ing in Switzerland, range from $25 to $75 or more on complete cover (with a
few cheaper exceptions), and cut-outs usually list (net prices) at 40%.

Very few items remain priced at below $1 ., and as is usually the case when
a new publication opens up a hitherto "shunned" or "marginal" collecting
field, the prices are most likely going to go even higher . Prices are de-
termined often by length of use, generally averaging about 3½ days, and by
size of office . Twelve years ago most of these covers could be picked up
for about 50 cents.

The only sad note concerns the realization of the enormity of the field.
Your reviewer considered his collection of about 700 pieces and covers ra-
ther representative -- only to realize that this total represents a bare
15% of all strikes so 'far known.

The work does not, and cannot, claim to be complete . A second edition will
undoubtedly take care of that, and supplements are promised for publication
in the Swiss Philatelic Journal . If you should find unlisted items (after
triple cross checking your reviewer found a few: BETTENHAUSEN, CHEVENEZ,
COURCHAPOIX, HABKERN, MÜHLEDORF, nad W(allen)STADTBERG) then the author will
be delighted that you are helping him.

There are no dealers with stock that will serve you by want list, and many
of the strikes listed so far have been found in only one single sample.

Felix Ganz .
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CANCEL MADNESS PART II

In the Helvetia News Letter of July 1972 Felix Ganz reported on the
amazing results of an auction held by the Swiss Cancel Society (SVP).
The stars of that auction were mostly machine cancels with the high
price of 155 Francs going for the Wil St .Gallen cancel (3 .49) . On 11
March of this year the SVP held another auction in connection with
their annual general meeting in Aarau . With the recent publication
of the K Cancel catalog by the SVP it was not too difficult to predict
what the stars of this auction would be . Catalog values were exceeded
for nearly all of the K Cancel lots, many by large margins . A few
examples are listed below, with values and auction results shown in
Swiss Francs . Note especially the Riffelalp cancel (K 259) which
sold for 505 Francs or about $270 .00 : No longer can the collecting
of K Cancels be considered a peaceful little backwater out of the
mainstream of Swiss philately . One can only speculate on what the
impending release of the machine cancel catalog by the SVP will do
to the prices for that type of cancel .

	

CJL
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